UNITED AFRICA FOOTBALL CLUB
HUG4PEACE

UAFC is a project of African Cultural Promotion Inc and UNESCO Centre for Global Education in contribution to 2030 Development Agenda

2016 Global African Soccer Tournament and Summer Camp:
Uniting Africa Youth and Students through Sports and Development

Date: 5th - 15th Aug, 2016
Venue: Yankee Stadium, New York

With the Guidance Support of U.S. Federation of UNESCO Clubs, Centers and Associations
African Union Observer Mission to the UN
2016 Global African Soccer Tournament: Uniting Africa Youth and Students through Sports and Development

Soccer Tournament for
KOFI ANNAN Trophy

Time 12:00 pm

Venue: New York, USA
His Excellency
KOFI ANNAN
In recognition of his contribution to Sports and development

With the Guidance Support of
U.S. Federation of UNESCO Clubs, Centers and Associations
Overview

United Africa Football Club (UAFBC) in addressing the transformation agenda will kick off this year's global Africa soccer tournament to bring Africa youth and students attention to the significant need of uniting Africa for sustainability through sports and development.

United Africa Football Club is born to expand our horizon in being part of the new era in contribution to the Africa 2063 and World 2030 Agenda. We are in the era of transformation and all must be involved to achieve the ambitious successes.

Sports for sustainability is the only strong tower to hold during wars and in the era of violence, school dropouts, teenage pregnancies, drug abuse, family disintegration, parent's/child relationship and the sustainable growth of Africa. Bringing these issues to caution in the minds of our youth and students is the underlying strength of UAFBC in the HUG4Peace Campaign.

As United Nations has declared, the 2030 agenda of Leave No One Behind, Africa Youth and Students across the world will channel their psycho-motive-affective skills and talent to African sports and through this UAFBC will begin on time to position themselves to the 2063 Agenda of Africa Union and Africa sports development.

UAFBC will kick off the 2016 Africa Soccer Tournament with building African Diplomats and Community relationship, Soccer Tournament Trophy and Scholarship Support to African youth education.

UAFBC will hold a conference on the theme "Sports and African Development Education" at the United Nations Headquarters New York with African Union Observer Mission to the UN for youth and students.
Program of Events

August 5th - 15th:
The United Nations- UNESCO Model Leadership Pathway Education Youth Conference.

August 12th:

August 5th - 15th:
Soccer Tournament: Our Youth, Children and Students will explore their opportunities in global community within the context of Africa and be like their fellow children from other parts of the world regions. Our time is now for everyone to step up action for the sustainable tomorrow of our continent. UAFBC with the support of African Union Observer Mission to the United Nations will have African youth and students participation and understanding about the continent of Africa for their growth and development and the future we want for Africa.

August 12th:
Stakeholders Conference & Awards
VISION:
To grow young talented players, fans and develop their inherent sports skills with focused guidance and mentor-ship for the development of the continent of Africa through sports.

OBJECTIVES:
• To promote HUG4Peace through sports initiatives in Africa continent.
• Creating a platform for African players to show case their talent to the world during the event.
• Organizing periodic football tournaments across continents.
• Provision of playing facilities for our nation’s youth and other citizens.
• Facilitating all other sporting activities.
• Provision of training and development programs.
• Manage Physical Education programs in collaboration with competent partners.
• Provision of technical assistance.

WHERE AND WHEN:
The Global Africa Soccer Tournament and Summer Camp are played in New York at Yankee Stadium, and will commence from 5th to 15th of August, 2016. ELIGIBLE TEAM Teams who are affiliated to their football Association in Africa and other continents such as; Government and Private football clubs, Academy, School teams and free individual player are qualified to apply, as long as they have training programs in place and can afford the cost.

FEATURES
54 Africa countries
32 teams
African region and African teams in other continents
15 days of Soccer and Sports Summer Camp
The teams are divided in the early stages of the tournament into groups where they play off in a group stage against those teams drawn in their respected groups. Three points will be awarded for a win and one point for a draw. If two or more teams have the same number of points, the order will be decided as follows:

- Results of match between teams with equal points.
- Most goals scored.
- Teams with the least number of goals conceded.
- If teams are still tied then progression will be decided by disciplinary (red/yellow cards).
- Or further still, by the toss of a coin (At Tournament Committee’s Discretion)

During the knockout stage of the GAST tournament, all teams revert back to equal status, with the exception of any bans, which would run into the knockout stages. All knock out games will be decided by the team who scores the most goals in the match. If there is still a tie at the end of normal time then extra time will be played. If there is still a tie then the match will be decide by penalty kicks. Each team will take 5 penalties each. If there is still a tie then sudden death will apply. The tournament is played using United States FA or FIFA rules. Arrival for competing teams at tournament site must be 40 minutes before the start of their match and be at the pitch ready to play 15 minutes
PLACING DURATION

AGE: U - 20 & 23 Players
ASIDE GAME: 11 aside
TIME GAST DAYS: 45*45=90 minutes

The final matches will be played on the 13th August, 2016 while all the teams will depart to their various countries on the 15th August, 2016.

THE SUMMER CAMP:
2016 Model UN-UNESCO Leadership Pathway Education Program
The participants summer camp activities:

- Experience UN General Assembly Proceedings
- Learn about Diplomatic Careers and Education
- Share with African Ambassadors and Youth Envoy.
- Visit the World Bank and US Capitol
- Feel the US white House
- Network with other Youth and Students from UN Member States
- Return with 2016 yearbook
- Raffle for an American car
- Tour the State of liberty through boat cruise
- Experience other cultures
- Learn the 17 sustainable development goals and the 2030 agenda
- Self-written Poem on developing global actors engaging for sustainability
- Win ambassadors prize for the best All Round at the 2016 model education camp make global friends
Opening and Closing Ceremonies


The opening ceremony day which will host all the participating clubs, scouts, sport consultants, corporate bodies and guest speakers to discuss more opportunities, networking and development in the sports industry between Africa continents.

GAST OPPORTUNITIES
"THE RIGHT PLACE TO BE"

The recent report shows that almost every boy’s dream is to play a professional football. Now could be your chance! GAST tournament gives the African players the opportunity to showcase your talent to scouts and coaches of professional clubs across the globe. All the participating teams will be given the perfect opportunity to impress showcasing their talents and wonderful skills to a team of elite level coaches, scouts and recruiters during GAST tournament. “Take A Chance”!
BENEFITS OF MASS PARTICIPATION IN SOCCER

Apart from being a natural course of development of the child, as stated above, a well-planned programme of mass participation in sports will engender the following benefits:

- Social vices like crime, juvenile delinquencies, secret society activities, and a host of other forms of indiscipline acts among our youths will be curbed because this tournament enhances productivity.
- Spectators are being entertained and enjoy the fun of the game by spending time watching the players both in training sessions and competitive matches.
- More employment opportunities will be created in the country.
- It creates a platform for pursuit of football career to the professional level.

GAST TOURNAMENT PACKAGE

We will offer a range of accommodation, for the duration of the tournament. All you have to do is let us know what you want, and we will do our best to deliver. HOTEL Using child friendly Hotels, all 2 & 3 star accommodation is suitable for both the teams and their supporters with multiple rooms of different sizes, sleeping up to 3 to 4 people. Rooms include an En-suite, flat screen TV, free WI-FI, and tea and coffee making facilities. Whilst venturing out of the room you will find a restaurant and bar for all to enjoy. If you are looking for a bit of luxury then 4 & 5 star accommodation is perfect for you. Most hotels include a pool and spa and more than one restaurant and bar to choose from.
THE GAST WRISTBAND INCLUDES

- Travels to and from the tournament site
- Unlimited entry to tournament site and entertainment
- Entry to the Opening and closing ceremonies and the finals
- Feeding and Tour

PRIZES & AWARDS

- Certificates for all participants
- Colour photo of each team (1 per team)
- Trophy, medals and prizes for teams in the semi-final
- Special prizes will be given to the best players from both teams that reaches finals
- Trophy to the nominated fair play teams
- A special designed GAST trophy and prize for the winning team

HUG4PEACE CAMPAIGN IN AFRICA

HUG4Peace campaign will commerce in Nigeria and other Africa countries in partnership with stakeholder, celebrities, youth and Children. Our media partner organizations and social media platform will support in championing this campaign to enable us to reach out to every single person across the globe.

Our players in 2016 Global Africa Soccer Tournament and YAS Conference in New York will automatically become Peace Ambassador by the time they return back to their various countries in Africa. The media coverage will encourage the stakeholders to tell the world their contribution to the sports development in Africa especially their support for HUG4Peace.

#HUG4Peace
Uniting Africa Youth and Students through Sports and Development

..Join the Movement
EXPECTED PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALLERS AND STAKEHOLDERS

The nominated footballers and stakeholders will serve as the Peace Ambassadors to campaign for peace across Africa continents.

- Joseph Yobo
- Samuel Eto
- Yaya Toure
- Didier Drogba
- Kanu Nwankwo
- Jay Jay okocha
- Emmanuel Adebayor

HUG4PEACE FANS CLUB

The members will have an opportunity to support the players in any of our international events at a discount rate.

PRESS/MEDIA

The Global Africa Soccer Tournament and Summer Camp (5th of August to 15th of August, 2016), is an International sporting events for Africans in diaspora and Africa Region, and therefore time for media to accredit. Our media partners are TV, Radio, Prints and Social media organizations.

MEDIA PLAN

- Large advertising campaign displayed on major axis around the UAS and other Africa continents.
- Advertising campaigns and press releases weekly magazines and specialized press.
- Frequently updated website and social media platforms.
- Very large press, interview, TV & media coverage.
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You can contact us @;
USA Secretariat:
1285 Washington Avenue, Suite 7c
Bronx New York 10456
Tel: 6463211542, 9179391024,
Email: unitedafricaafclub@gmail.com and center@unescocforge.org
Website: www.unescocforge.org

Nigeria:
Unit C3, Apo Sunrise Plaza, Apo resettlement, Apo Abuja
Tel: 08038627333, 08077050255
Email: dgracesportconsult@gmail.com
Website: www.unescocforge.org

Partners: